Mindtree can be considered for mid-size agile development assignments in Australia by clients that are looking to move towards a more iterative development model to gain a competitive advantage.

Mindtree's business is still in its evolution phase in Australia and the company has limited onshore presence. However, given its virtual team formation, it can scale-up quickly if required. Mindtree continues to invest in growing an onshore presence and ramping up locally.

Distributed agile delivery through GATE model: GATE stands for Global Agile Teams for Enterprise. Through this model, Mindtree supports onsite agile delivery at clients’ premises, onshore at local delivery centres and offshore delivery at one of its Indian delivery centres. The core tenets of GATE are to distribute cross-functional teams and not people, to distribute work based on the level of collaboration needed (keeping higher collaborative work close to the client) and to use technology enablers to support virtual teams.

Cloud migration capabilities: Mindtree takes a holistic approach to cloud transformation, from advisory to build, and from migration to management. It helps companies to quickly migrate to the cloud and scale in a factory-based model, which ensures the efficiency and flexibility to align with business needs. It offers 12 cloud-based, industry-specific business platforms to enhance productivity, inclusion and innovation.